El Mundo Hispánico: with

nearly 600 million Spanish
speakers around the world, we
will learn about where it is
spoken, be able to introduce
yourself and give basic
information about yourself and
your family.

Challenge :

If you enjoyed this topic
– why not find out about
los Conquistadores and
how Spanish language
spread across the world.

El sistema educativo
español

Spanish

Check point

A topic assessment
testing knowledge,
understanding and
express your
opinion

Learn about what is like to go to
school in Spain. What subjects do
they study? What is the school day
like? Do they wear uniform?
Compare to the UK and would you
like to be a student in Spain?

The Autumn line

Challenge :

España – las regiones

Learn about the different regions in
Spain. Be able to describe geographical
features. Focus on Valencia – what is
there to do there? Compare to London
– would you like to live in Spain?

Challenge :

Find out about Bullfighting in
Spain – when did it start, is it
still popular? Do you think it
should be banned?

Create an infographic
poster/podcast or video
which compares schools
in the UK and Spain for
a classroom display.

El fútbol es como la vida pero
major: Learn about different sports

which are popular in Spain. What are the
biggest football teams in Spain? Be able to
give your opinion about sports. Learn
about more unusual sports/past times in
Spain.
The Spring line

Challenge:

Check point

A topic assessment
testing knowledge,
understanding and
use the past tense

Find out about Cataluña –
why do they want to be
independent from Spain?

The Summer line

Una casa tradicional

The majority of Spaniards live in
a flat – learn how to describe a
flat – what rooms and facilities
do they have? Describe where
you live and compare to the UK.

Check point

End of year assessment
testing your knowledge
and skills from each of
this year’s units.

Frida Kahlo

Learn about the
influential Mexican
artist, Frida Kahlo. Find
about her life and her
work.

Challenge:

Research another famous
Spanish speaking artist –
Picasso, Gaudi etc.

